3.5 MILLION
REFUGEES

3.5 MILLION REFUGEES
Various Areas, Turkey

3.5 million. More than the population of the entire country of Uruguay. That’s
the number of Syrian refugees hosted today in Turkey, the single biggest
refugee country in the world. It’s been eight years since civil war broke out in
Syria. As a result of that war, half of Syria’s citizens have ﬂed their homes. Of
those, 3.5 million have ended up in Turkey. There they have married and
borne children. They have set up shops, found odd jobs to get by and worked
without legal permits. They depend on promises made by Turkey, the EU and
world to give them aid, education and healthcare. And Turkey, heroically, has
responded, as its economy and populace have groaned with the eﬀort.
As a group, and because of the size and severity of the crisis, Syrian refugees
in Turkey are one of the largest recipients of aid from Globus Relief in recent
years. Working through Islamic Relief USA and ANSA-GIAD, a local Turkish
NGO, Globus has sent hundreds of pallets of medical supplies to Turkey to
alay the strain of the ongoing refugee crisis. Alongside the Turkish government, ANSA-GIAD has distributed these resources to a variety of recipients
and programs throughout the country, including:
• Urban refugee centers: focusing on the urban centers where the majority
of Turkey’s refugees live, this program distributes medicines, food and wellness items to needy families
• Local hospitals and primary care facilities: ANSA-GIAD supplies medical
resources to Turkish medical facilities in refugee-heavy areas to help alleviate the pressures and cost burden of providing free healthcare to refugees
• Syrian refugee camps in Turkey - this program addresses medical product
shortages within refugee camps near the Syrian border
All told, ANSA-GIAD estimates that in the past year these programs have beneﬁtted 14 hospitals and medical centers, 7 refugee camp clinics and over
400,000 individuals, including 18,000 urban refugee families. Granted, it’s
not quite 3.5 million – but with the help of Islamic Relief USA, ANSA-GIAD and
the Turkish government, we are starting to get closer.
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PROGRAMS SERVED

Animal Welfare
Community Development
Community Health Center
Dental Care; Free Clinics
Disability Services
Educational Programs
Homeless Support Services
Medical Missions
Pediatric Care
Refugee Care

BY THE NUMBERS Aug YTD

Countries served
Orders shipped
Charity partners
Product sent ($M)

5
83
34
5.3

26
592
127
36.1

OUR MISSION

To improve the delivery of
healthcare worldwide by
gathering, processing and
distributing surplus medical
and health supplies to
charities at home and abroad.

COUNTRIES

SERVED
Previous month
Year-to-date

Kenya
Mexico
St. Vincent and the
Grenadines
Turkey
United States

CONTACT US

Globus Relief is your humanitarian non-proﬁt inventory solution. Please contact us if you have medical or dental
equipment, instruments, supplies or other resources to donate.
1775 W 1500 S, Salt Lake City, UT 84104
To opt out of receiving NEWS IN BRIEF, please reply to
this email with “Unsubscribe” in the subject line.

phone: 801-977-0444 . fax: 801-977-3999
email: donations@globusrelief.org
website: www.globusrelief.org
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